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ABSTRACT

INDAH SUSANTI. DEVELOPING MATERIALS OF ENGLISH TEXTBOOK “WHEN ENGLISH RINGS THE BELL” FOR THE SEVENTH GRADE OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BASED ON PROCESS STANDARD OF CURRICULUM 2013. THESIS. ENGLISH LANGUAGE STUDIES. GRADUATE PROGRAM. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2015.

This research is mainly intended to develop materials of English textbook “When English Rings the Bell” for the seventh grade of junior high school based on process standard of curriculum 2013. The objectives of this research are to develop the material for observing, questioning, experimenting / exploring, associating, and communicating activities. This research is qualitative research which involves simple research and development approach. The object of this research is English textbook named “When English Rings the Bell” written and published by The Ministry of Education and Culture in 2013. The writer analyzes the textbook of seventh grade students including the material used in the first and second chapter. In collecting the data, the writer uses documentation method. In analyzing the data, the researcher does some steps which involves presenting the data, classifying the data, describing the data, making conclusion, and drawing pedagogical implication are used to analyze the data. This research describes some cases which should be done by the teachers in developing the materials of English textbook. They are analyzing the book in order to decide the chapter will be developed, arranging the guidelines for the proposed supplementary material development, and developing proposed supplementary material development. The findings show that the materials in the first two chapters have been developed by the researcher in five stages of scientific approach. They are materials for observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, and communicating activities. For each stage, the materials are developed through some steps, i.e. deciding the skill to develop, arranging classroom activities, and also completing the classroom activities by giving the guidelines to be used in teaching learning process.

Key words: material development, curriculum, standard process
MOTTO

Allah does not change situation of a people so that they change the existing situation on themselves. (QS. Ar Ra’d: 11)

Not your intelligence, but your attitude that will lift you in life. (Prophet Muhammad SAW)

Sight up to the affairs of your hereafter and sight down to the affairs of your world, then life will be peaceful. (Prophet Muhammad SAW)

Reach for science, and to achieve the science learn to be calm and patient. (Khallifah Umar)
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